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WVD takes the infrastructure out of VDI without requiring 
enterprises to switch away from other vendors' management tools 
that they're confident in and extends virtualization beyond current 
niche use cases.

Desired Outcomes

Employees not having access to data remotely 

can cause issues when employees need to work 

from home or access data when not on office 

premises

Utilizing remote app streaming can lead to extra 

costs in infrastructure 

Set up WVD environment which removes the 

cost of any extra infrastructure. 

Manage all data through a single server and 

access data practically

Separate user profile data and application 

delivery from the Operating System

Transform your on-prem RDS deployments to 

Azure Cloud 

Create a personable and persistent Windows 

experience

Reduce infrastructure cost 

Events that occur within our daily life are 

unpredictable and we never know when we 

need access to clients/work data. WVD removes 

this barrier.

Companies that don’t have a lot of hardware 

requirement could face extra charges

Work from home efficiently 

Utilize Azure services which provide best 

governance security principals

Develop applications without any limitations in 

terms of location

By 2023, 30% of todays on-premise VDI users 

will access a workspace in the cloud using DaaS.

IDC predicts that by 2020, 50% of Global 2000 

companies will need to deliver digitally-

enhanced products, services, and experiences in 

order to remain competitive and relevant.

Challenges Ideal Solution



IFI Techsolutions – Windows Virtual Desktop

Position your Business for the Future using WVD

Employee Efficiency 

• Remotely access files at any 

time. 

• Employees are no longer tied to 

a physical location to complete 

their work

Enhanced Security 

• You will get the same security 

that Azure provides 

• Azure automatically insures you 

are on the latest upgrades

• Reduced need for endpoint 

protection 

Cost Reduction

• Reduce desktop management, 

infrastructure and support costs

• Easy account set up for new 

employees without needing to 

purchase, install and provide 

upkeep for a new system 

Extended  Support for 

Windows 7

• Extended support until Jan 2023

• Legacy applications can still be 

running 

Your company will be able to rapidly adopt the Microsoft Azure Windows Virtual Desktop platform, enabling you 

to respond to urgent demand for remote work resources quickly.



IFI Techsolutions WVD + Microsoft Azure

Joint Microsoft and IFI Techsolutions value proposition- Having trouble accessing data beyond the workplace? Build a solution which allows 

your employees to remain mobile and flexible, while keeping your data secure. As Microsoft Gold Partners we will provide you a seamless 

experience in modernizing your organization. 

IFI Techsolutions+ Microsoft Rapid 

Adoption

Work alongside our diverse team of engineers 

to get your WVD up and running effortlessly. 

Simplify user administration by using Azure 

Active Directory (AAD) and leverage additional 

security controls like multifactor authentication 

(MFA) or conditional access

Highly SECURE with reverse connect technology 

which eliminates the need to open inbound 

ports to the VMs, and all user sessions are 

isolated in both single and multi-session 

environments

IFI Techsolutions+ Microsoft Enhance 

Simplicity

IFI Techsolutions+ Microsoft Strengthen 

Security

Solution Alignment


